Public Company and Corporate Governance
Sound corporate governance is an essential pillar of any successful business.
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Our corporate governance team is a trusted advisor to leading and emerging
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companies and government entities on corporate governance matters, providing
strategic advice and guidance.
We offer comprehensive counsel and representation to public and private companies
concerning the regulatory landscape and best practice for corporate governance matters. We
assist clients with implementing new governance statutes, rules and regulations; auditing
compliance; evaluating disclosure issues; investigating allegations of wrongdoing; and
responding to civil, administrative or criminal actions. We also provide board and
management continuing education programs.
We have significant experience in advising senior management, boards of directors and
special committees of public companies of all sizes on governance matters. Others have
experience in areas that directly concern governance issues, such as government
controversies (internal investigations and regulatory enforcement proceedings), white collar
criminal defence, government affairs, securities litigation and executive compensation.
We also have considerable experience in advising shareholders of listed and unlisted
companies on best practice in relation to corporate governance issues. We advise clients on:
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Specifying the distribution of rights and responsibilities for stakeholders, board members,
committees and managers
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Specifying the rules and establishing procedures for making decisions among
stakeholders, board members, committees, managers and auditors, and
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Implementing structures for corporate governance so that the shareholder objectives can
be met.
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From an institutional investor perspective, we also recognize and advise investors on the
importance of governance as a mechanism for monitoring the actions, policies and decisions
of corporations in order to achieve an alignment of interests among stakeholders.
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Board structure and performance monitoring
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Compliance best practice, auditing and training
Design and review of corporate governance programs
Review of corporate governance structures within the compliance framework
Disclosure of price-sensitive market information
Directors’ and Officers' duties
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Protection of company funds from non-arm's length, related party dealings
Remuneration and indemnification of Directors
Reporting obligations
Risk management and minimisation
For shareholders:
Obligations of shareholders as owners
Shareholder rights to engage with management
Shareholder activism

EXPERIENCE
We recently advised a UK bank subsidiary of a non-EU parent company who required advice in the context of a larger overseas
restructuring, which gave the FSA ("Financial Services Authority") concerns about the protection of the UK bank's assets. As a
result of these concerns, the FSA imposed an own-initiative variation of permission ("OIVOP") on the UK bank which prohibited it
from transferring assets to the parent or affiliated group companies without the permission of the FSA.
DLA Piper was particularly suitable for this instruction because of our strong reputation for understanding banking businesses and
financial services clients and of how the regulators approach their supervisory powers in the context of stressed situations.
The firm provided advice in relation to:
the UK bank's obligations to the FSA;
the UK bank's obligations to the to its overseas parent; and
the UK bank's board members on their obligations as board directors to:
the FSA under UK financial services regulatory law and under the OIVOP;
to the UK bank, as directors subject to English company law; and
to the parent company, as directors of a subsidiary of the parent.
This involved advising the client on the implications of the OIVOP for the client's freedom of action at board level and of their
obligations under FSA senior management requirements and UK company law. In doing so, advice was provided in relation to
aspects of the FSA regulatory environment, the UK company law framework and the company law framework of the non EU
parent company.
We also participated in meetings between the client and the FSA (at Head of Department level) in the context of the imposition
of the OIVOP, which required an enhanced understanding of SYSC (Senior Management Arrangements, Systems and Controls),
SUP (Supervision Manual), APER (Code of Practice for Approved Persons) and the FSA Principles for Businesses as well as the
FSA's supervisory tools and enforcement options.
In addition, we advised the client with regard to their interactions with their UK clearing bank and the implications of the OIVOP
for their clearing and for their day to day transactions. We also assisted the client's board in managing its relationship with its
parent in order to explain the implications of the OIVOP for normal parent/subsidiary relationships and governance.
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